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The Dresser-Rand reciprocating compressor has been located in
the Mechanical Engineering Machine Shop since January 2011.
P11452 was the first Senior Design team to work with the
compressor. They organized the installation of the compressor into
the test cell, designing a vibration isolation mounting system and a
forced cooling system. The next group P12453 worked on fully
instrumenting the compressor for data acquisition. P12453 also
organized and set up a method to install Dresser-Rand's Envision
system onto the compressor. This project is the first project that
deals with completely modifying systems on the compressor.
The Dresser-Rand
Reciprocating Compressor
located at RIT

Team P12452, from Left to Right Ryan, Matt, Chris, John.

Vibration Isolation System

Novel Cooling System
Problem:

Problem:
After MSD team P11452 installed the compressor into the test cell with ten 1000lb Lord Corporation
lattice mounts, it was found that the compressor still oscillated about one half of an inch while running.
Our team's goal was to reduce this motion without damaging the compressor or the room.

Customer Needs:

Reciprocating compressors do not run at very high temperatures, and are frequently installed in
locations without much space. Furthermore, they are expected to be installed and then run
continuously for years, without any sort of down time for maintenance or repairs. As such, a
closed-loop cooling system, driven by convection utilizing heat generated by the compressor is an
ideal fit for this application.

Customer Needs:

1) Reduce motion of compressor ~50%
2) Design system to be removable
3) Keep work area around compressor manageable and safe

1) Thermosyphoning system works comparable to current pump-based system
2) System must keep compressor at safe operating temperature
3) System needs to be able to change from thermosyphoning to pump system easily
4) System does not need outside power
5) Keep area around compressor manageable and safe

Concept Development:

Concept Development:
Brainstorming

Initial Design

Final Install Shown
with MR Dampers

For the final design, two seperate systems were chosen due to their similarity.
Magnetorheological (MR) dampers or car dampers could be installed by simply moving the shock
mounting tower on the base plate. The MR dampers were used because of their ability to adjust
damping ratios dynamically, while the car dampers are a fail-safe, low-cost option.

Initial Design
Final Install

Results:

Results:

Using the data acquisition software installed by both teams P11452 and P12453, we collected the
following data to show both how violent the initial vibrations were, as well as how much the
installation of our damping system improved the vibration characteristics of the system.

Initial Iteration for Car Dampers and MR Dampers

A thermosyphoning system was selected
partly because it is already in use on other
D-R reciprocating compressors, and partly
because it was the best solution to the
stated problem. A main goal for the
project became quantifying how and why
thermosyphoning systems work, to
supplement existing practical knowledge
gained by D-R.

Vibration data showing final effects of MR Dampers
compared to the free system

There are a number of different aspects and components that make up this part of the project.
First, an excel sheet was created to evaluate the projected capability of different finned-tubing
system setups. Second, the projected performance would need to be compared against existing
pump-driven cooling data. Finally, a decision had to be made whether or not to proceed with the
project given the results of the thermosyphoning system's performance.

Initial Cooling Data Showing the Heat Rate
though the Compressor and through the Chiller

Final Cooling Data Comparing the Pump Based
System to the Thermosyphoning System

Discussion:

Discussion:

After testing the initial design, it was clear that the automotive dampers did not have any effect on the
vibrations, and the MR dampers had an unforeseen tolerance stack-up which caused bending of the
mounting bolts. A rapid redesign and manufacture of all components occured to remove the tolerance stackup. After the redesign, the MR dampers showed a 23% decrease in deflection. The reason why it was not at
the goal of 50% was due to manufacturing restrictions, as well as the vibratory mode shape changing due to
the new damping system.

After running the thermosyphoning cooling system for about one hour and forty five minutes the flow meter
did not register any flow. However, from looking at the discharge air temperature inside of the discharge
tank, it is evident that there is some cooling occurring. From looking at the above plot, it is on par with the
forced-cooling system. After running the compressor for the same amount of time with the thermosyphoning
system, we shut down the compressor to see if the flow was being influenced by the vibrations. The vibration
was not a factor in the flow. It is believed that the initial model was too generous with the assumptions, and
the actual flow is below the lower limit of the flow meter, which is 0.13 gpm .

Future Work
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